
Penn and Tylers Green 2nd XI vs Hurley 2nd XI – Chiltern League Division 2 (90 overs win/lose/draw) 

Date: 16th July 2022 

Weather: Scorchio 

Elevation: 528ft above sea level 

Toss: Hurley – elected to bat first 

Result: Hurley won by 5 runs 

 

Innings of Hurley 

P. Hunjan c. Lewis b. J. Todd 36 
Jasdeep Singh c. & b. O. Marriott 17 
P. Ridgeway c. C. Todd b. N. Barber 58 
J. Cole* c. O. Marriott b. J. Todd 101 
A. Singh†  b. O, Marriott 1 
Joban Singh c. Coulthard b. O. Marriott 0 
Surinder Singh Not Out  17 
L. Singh    
G. Singh    
Sahil Singh    
L. Cole    
  Extras (7b, 2lb, 12w, 7nb) 28 
  TOTAL 258-6dec 

 

W. Barber 8 1 38 0 
A. Coulthard 3 0 22 0 
J. Todd 9.5 2 49 2 
O. Marriott 10 1 63 3 
A. Lewis 9 1 35 0 
C. Todd 2 0 24 0 
N. Barber 4 0 18 1 

 

Innings of Penn & Tylers Green 

C. Yates c. J. Cole b. Ridgeway 26 
N. Barber LBW b. L. Cole 88 
A. Woolley  b. Joban Singh 19 
D. Marriott*† c. & b. L. Cole 4 
S. McGrath c. A. Singh b. Ridgeway 25 
A. Lewis c. & b. Surinder Singh 19 
W. Barber c. Surinder Singh b. Ridgeway 7 
O. Marriott  b. Surinder Singh 3 
J. Todd  b. Surinder Singh 23 
C. Todd LBW b. Surinder Singh 6 
A. Coulthard Not Out  3 
  Extras (13b, 9lb, 7w, 1nb) 30 
  TOTAL 253 

 



 

Joban Singh 9 3 24 1 
Surinder Singh 9.2 0 51 4 
L. Cole 9 0 60 2 
J. Cole 1 0 25 0 
P. Ridgeway 11 1 62 3 
P. Hunjan 4 1 9 0 

 

Hurley 2s stumbled over the line against Penn & Tylers Green 2s winning a thrilling, if sometimes 

fractious, cricket match by 5 runs where all three results were still possible in the final few overs. 

Hurley’s victory was indebted to run machine Josh Cole for a sublime century, a superb all-round 

performance by veteran Phil Ridgeway with runs and wickets, and excellent bowling at the death by 

league debutant Surinder Singh as Penn and Tylers put up a fight that belied them being at the 

bottom of the Chilterns League Division 2 table. 

Hurley won the toss on a hot and sultry day and chose to bat with only having four visiting players at 

the ground for the start. By the time of the first ball a full team had emerged into the 

Buckinghamshire countryside and sunshine, as Parvinder Hunjan (36) and Jasdeep Singh (17) saw off 

the opening bowlers without much alarm, adding 73 for the first wicket until Hunjan slapped Josh 

Todd (2-49) to extra cover in the 16th over. Singh followed in the next over tamely chipping back to 

Oscar Marriott (3-63) who casually took the return catch one-handed. This brought together Phil 

Ridgeway (58) and skipper Josh Cole (101) and the pair serenely added 137 for the third wicket in 22 

overs, although both were dropped as they plundered the home attack in the heat. On a true pitch 

with a bit of bounce, short boundaries, and lightening outfield Ridgeway was happy to play the 

supporting role as the belligerent Cole struck 16 boundaries and one maximum with shots all around 

the ground, his second century of the season coming off only 77 deliveries. Penn skipper Doug 

Marriott rotated his seamers without success, and it was the part-time off spin of Nick Barber (1-18) 

who made the breakthrough in the 39th over when Ridgeway, having scored his 229th Hurley career 

half-century, was caught at point at 212-3 having hit nine 4s and one 6 off 76 balls. A mini collapse 

saw Hurley fold to 213-5 in the space of six balls, U15 Oscar Marriott having Akash Singh (1) bowled 

and Joban Singh (0) caught at square leg in the 40th over, and in danger of posting a potentially 

under-par score. Cole and a run a ball cameo from Surinder Singh (17*) added 45 for the sixth wicket 

until, having just reached his century, Cole was caught at long-on in the 46th over. Hurley 

immediately declared on 258-6 giving themselves an extra over in this 90 over win/lose/draw 

format. 

Hurley were confident of wrapping up a quick victory, but the implacable Chris Yates (26) and classy 

Barber (88) were quick off the blocks against the new ball adding 104 as the visitor’s opening attack 

struggled to bowl the right line and length. Cole quickly turned to his spinners but Barber, in 

particular, was brutal on anything short, playing the pull and sweep shots to a standard clearly a few 

divisions above this fixture. It was finally the slow left arm of Ridgeway (3-62) who had Yates guiding 

to slip in the 14th over to break the partnership where Cole took an excellent catch. Having faced 

only 53 balls, Liam Cole (2-60) had Barber leg-before with a quicker ball, and a simple return catch 

four balls later saw Doug Marriott (4) back in the pavilion at 130-3 off 17 overs. Both Cole and 

Ridgeway persevered against the onslaught and several chances went to ground or fell agonisingly 

close to fielders, as the fielding became increasingly ragged, and were richly deserving of the five 

wickets between them. With the match finely poised Shaun McGrath (25) and Alex Woolley (19) 

added a patient 46 for the 4th wicket in 11 overs until Joban Singh (1-24) returned to bowl Woolley 



via a big deflection off the batsman’s boot. Aled Lewis (19) and McGrath ticked things along reaching 

204-4 in the 35th over when Ridgeway had McGrath caught off a top edge by the keeper. The next 

over the impressive medium-fast seam of Surinder Singh (4-51) took the third caught and bowled of 

the match when Lewis smashed back a low full toss, the startled bowler holding on to very sharp 

chance that in reality he knew very little about. At 208-6 and with 51 to win off eight overs the 

match was in the balance with all three results still viable. With Josh Cole having to leave at the third 

drinks break in the 33rd over for a family function, Hurley only had 10 in the field for the final few 

overs, and with attacking fields set by stand-in skipper Joban Singh runs flowed from the tail as with 

credit to Penn they went for the win. Ridgeway removed Wills Barber (7) caught at mid-off, and 

Surinder bowled Oscar Marriott (8) going for an ambitious sweep at 235-8 in the 41st over. Connor 

Todd (6) dispatched his first ball for a maximum but was adjudged LBW the next to give Singh his 

third wicket and Penn 242-9. Brother Josh Todd (23) played intelligently mixing solid smudging with 

quick singles to rotate the strike, but with Ridgeway’s last over only going for 5 runs, the equation 

for the start of the last over to be bowled by Singh was 10 runs to win for the home team, one 

wicket for the visitors, or the draw. Bearing in mind this extra over was the one created by Hurley’s 

early declaration it was fitting that after Todd smashed the first ball down the ground for a 

boundary, he was bowled the next to leave Hurley victors by five runs and with just four balls to 

spare. The celebrations were probably rather over-zealous and unnecessary, but the relief 

understandable given the closeness of the result. 

Penn and Tylers team were magnanimous in defeat, even with some of the niggles between the 

teams, and were left to wonder how they had thrown away a glorious chance to beat Hurley, who 

consolidated third place in the league. A week off for the visitors before their crunch 2nd vs 3rd game 

against Emmbrook & Bearwood in a fortnight. 


